Abstract: I n this paper. we present an interpmcessor communicotion-more task scheduling alporithm applicable to a multiprocessor system executing an application with dependent rash. Our algorithm takes the application task graph and the architecture graph as inputs, assigns the toskr toprocasors ond then schedules them. A s main theoretical contribution, the algorithm we propose reduces the overall systems enrrgy by (i) reducing the rota1 interpmcessor commu,ricotio,r and (ii) executing certain cycles ar a lower voltage level. Experimental results show that by tuning the parameter for communication awareness, a schedule using our algorithm can reduce upto 80% interprocessor communication in a complex video/audio application (compared lo a schedule which is only voltoge-seleclion m w e ) without losing much in the number of cycles executed or lower voltage.
Introduction and objectives
Today communicating multiprocessor systems appear in a wide range of products. Modem embedded systems consist of more than one processing elements that heavily communicate with each other. In such a multiprocessor system, the processing elements can be general-purpose processors, application specific integrated circuits, or field-programmable gate arrays etc. These processing elements are networked using USB ports, ethemet, or high-speed serial busses [I] and they communicate with each other using point-to-point connections or on a shared bus or some such communication architecture. Such communicating milltiprocessor systems are found in a wide range of products ranging from consumer electronics or peripheral devices attached to workstations, to automobiles With the advent of systems-on-chip (SOCs), future cmbcdded systems may have all the heterogeneous components (W) on a single chip. A new class of on-chip networks is also emerging as the intercorinect of choice for connecting together these components [2] [21]. Such an SOC will also have many Ips cammunicating with each other. Thus communicating multiprocessor systems appear not only in networked embedded systems but also in
SOCS.
Since these embedded systems mn on batteries, maximizing the battery-life has become one of the chief d e s i p drivers. Targeting lowenergy (and low-power) as early aspossible in the design process, at high levels of abstraction is extremely important. Dynamic voltage scaling [3] and power management [4] are the two main system-level techniques used to reduce energy consumption of !he system. Dynamic voltage scaling is more effective in saving energy consumption than dynamic power management. As a result, several variable voltage processors appeared in the market (e.g. Intel's XScale, AMD's Mobile Athlon and Transmeta's Cmsoe processor).
Most of the previous work in voltage scaling algorithms concentrates on saving energy of independent tasks running on a single processor or dependent tasks running on a single processor. However, 'This research was rupponed in pan by NSF under grant CCR-00-93104 and MARCODARF'A Gigaseale Silicon Research Center (GSRC).
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or pan of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercisl advantage and that copics bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to rewblish, to post on servers or to redistribute Io lists, most embedded systems today consist of depeedent task running on mu/t@le processors. Therefore we need scheduling algorithms which are able to save energy by giving maximum opportunity for voltage scaling in such multiprocessor embedded systems.
Any application running on a multiprocessor system can be modeled in the form of a task graph (Figure 1 ). These tasks have deadlines and two types of dependencies on each other: First, the control dependency indicating that one task can not start its execution until another task has finished. Second, the data dependency in which the output of one task is used as input by another task. The presence of data dependency implies these tasks communicate with each other. This application task graph needs to be implemented on a given set of variable voltage processors. The problem is then to find a system implementation that consumes the least amount of energy while satisfying the imposed deadlines. A practical system implementation has to solve three main issues: I) task assignment to processors in the system, 2) task ordering, and 3) voltage selection.
Task assignment and task ordering, taken together. are referred to as task scheduling. The total systems energy consumption is dependent on the combined effect of the task schedule and the voltage selection step. Depending upon the task schedule, the system has different volume of total interprocessor communication and also different oppomnities for lower voltage selection in the subsequent voltage selection step. Therefore the task scheduling arrd the voltage selection steps can not be treated as independent problems. Instead, they need to be combined in the effort to minimize the total systems energy; this is exactly the focus of the present paper.
Contribution of the paper
Total systems energy has two parts: communication e n e r a and computation energy. The objective of this paper is to propose an algorithm for task scheduling and voltage selection, foreseeing the total interprocessor communication that the schedule will generate and trying to reducing it, while taking into account the energy savings that can be obtained in the subsequent voltage selection step.
Few previous voltage scaling approaches which discuss dependent tasks and multiple processors assume that the task assignment to processors is already done and then give an algorithm for voltage selection [7] [12]. They try to distribute the slack, the maximum amount oftime by which a task can be slowed down without violating the timing constraints. in different ways among the tasks. As pointed out in [8] , the task scheduling algorithm has to be vokuge selection maye and tzy to maximize the possibility of saving computational energv in the voltage selection step. The limitation of this approach, however, is that it ignores the interprocessor communication completely.
Tasks in real-world applications usually have data dependencies among them. The task assignment phase of the scheduling algorithm has to consider the penalty in total energy consumed by the system in assigning two heavily communicating tasks to two different processors. Real-time systems community has addressed the problem of minimizing the inter-task communication energy [16] [5] for multiprocessor system, but their algorithms ignore the 'voltage selection' awareness, which requires maximizing the slack. This is because their requires prior specific permission andlor a fee.
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Our approach addresses the generalized scenario and tries to reduce the total energy consumed hy the systems, which consists of the computation energy using voltage selection awareness and the interprocessor communication energy using communication awareness in the task assignment.
We emphasize that these two issues are not separate because if a system implementation minimizes the communication energy only, it will not necessarily produce the least total system energy solution because of lost opportunity in voltage scaling. At the same time, an implementation that minimizes the computation energy only may not be necessarily the least total systems energy solution because it might generate a lot of communication energy consumption. Therefore it is important to combine both these concerns in a single system implementation algorithm in order to minimize total energy consumption.
Related work
In recent years, the use of voltage selection to reduce computational energy has received increased attention. In [14], the authors perform battery-aware task scheduling for multiprocessor systems by moving tasks to smoothen the power profile. In [18], the authors describe a dynamic programming technique for solving the multiple supply voltage scheduling problem but they assume that the tasks are already mapped to processors. Similarly, [ I l In this paper, we combine both these concerns in a generalized task scheduling problem and propose an efficient heuristic to solve it. As we shall see later, this is very important to minimize the total systems energy.
Organization of the paper
Section 2 presents a motivational example for communication awareness in scheduling and its impact on energy. In Section 3, we present the detailed problem formulation. In Section 4, we describe the scheduling algorithm and in Section 5 , we show our results using random, as well as real multimedia system taskgraphs. Finally, we conclude by summarizing our main contribution.
Motivational example
We use the task graph shown in Figure I to illustrate the intuition behind our contribution. Each node in Figure 1 represents The number inside each task node in Figure 1 indicates the number of cycles taken by that task for computation. Note that this number is independent of the processor's voltage level of operation.
Without loss of generality, we can make the following assumptions about the system architecture:
-The system consists of two identical processors.
For each processor, there exist two voltage levels of operation. At the higher voltage level V,. we assume the cycle time is one time unit while at the lower voltage V,, the cycle time is two time units.
* The computational energy consumed by a processor at V, is four energy units per cycle while at 5, it is only one energy unit per cycle.
These energy consumption numbers are chosen close to the ratio of energy consumed by commercial processors 1201 at high and low voltage levels. The communication energy between the two processors is assumed to be 0.1 energy units per unit quantity of communication (unit quantity of communication may be bitlbytelpacketltokea etc. for randomly generated taskgraphs). Depending upon the choice of this number, the ratio of communication energy to the total systems energy will vary.
The time and energy overheads of voltage level switching are assumed to be negligible since the switching does not happen very frequently [6].
-The time taken for interprocessor communication is assumed to be negligible compared to the computational time. Under the above assumptions, Figure 2 shows three different system implementations of the task graph in Figure 1 . For each time unit, the light color indicates the operation of the processor at the low voltage level while the shaded color indicates the operation at a high voltage level. Figure 2 (a) shows the implementation using only commmicotion-aware task scheduling algorithm followed by equal distnbution of slack among the tasks in voltage selection phase. We point out that people in the real-time systems community who proposed the communication-aware scheduling [5] algorithm did nof consider the voltage selection phase since their problem was in a differenr context (distributed systems). To make the algorithm applicable to the case of SOCs and embedded systems, we need to combine it with a voltage selection algorithm. Figure 2 (b) shows the implementation using only voltoge seleclion w o r e task scheduling and voltage level selection using the algorithm described in [8] . Finally Figure 2 (c) shows the task schedule obtained using our approach which is both communication and volfage selection aware and reduces the total energy of the system.
If we compare the energy consumed by the systems in Figure 2 (a) and Figure 2 (c), we can see that the computational energy consumed in the former is 56 units', while energy in the latter case is only 47 units. This clearly illustrates the shortcoming of the only communication-aware task scheduling algorithm toforesee that voltage scaling is going to follow in the next phase. So the schedule in figure 2 (a) does not maximize slack, and hence consumes higher computational energy. The schedule in 2(a) does well in limiting the communication energy of the system but the total energy consumed by the system is more in 2(a) than that in 2 (c).
Now comparing the energy consumed by the systems in Figure 2 units). This is because the scheduling algorithm in 2(b) ignores the communication in the scheduling phase which is considered in 2 (c). So the total system energy consumption is lesser for 2 (c). This example illustrates the need for the new approach proposed in the paper.
Problem formulation
In this section, we formally state the generalized tusk scheduling (CTS) problem. Let us consider first a few useful definitions. Definition 1: An application task graph CKE) is a directed graph, where each vertex represents a computational module of the application referred to as a task c, Ti E T . Each task T, belongs to a class CL,
where NcL is the maximum number of different classes of processors indicating its type depending upon the class of processor (general-purpose processor, DSP, etc.) on which it will run in the most efficient manner. For instance, a FFT task can be performed by different classes of processors, (e.g. DSP processors, general purpose processors or ASICs), but the number of cycles taken by the FFT task on each type of processor differs widely depending upon the actual class of processor used. Each task has its computational complexity associated with it in terms of the average number of cycles NCi,cL required to execute that task on different classes of processors. Note that the number of cycles taken by a processor to execute a task depends on the class of processor on which that task is executed while it is independent of the processor speed and its voltage level.
Each directed edge E, t E starts from a task Ti and ends on a task T, ( Each Ti E T is mapped to a processor Pi E P such that Pj is in the set of classes of processors on which qcan be executed. The tasks are assigned a start time si.
* All 5 E T such that there exists an edge Eji E E starting from task I; to task Ti, finish their execution and finish transfemng Bii bytes to Pi exactly at si or before si, the starting time of task c. *All the tasks T, for which deadlines dli are specified finish execution before their respective deadlines.
A feasible schedule characterizes the task assignment to different processors and the ordering in which the tasks are going to execute on the processors. It docs not condder voltage selection which follows.
Definition 4: Given a feasible schedule FS(GL), a sysfem implementotion r(G,L) is a cycle accurate schedule of each task T , on processor PI to which it is mapped to hy the feasible schedule FS, aRer voltage selection is done for each cycle for all P , . taking into account the time overhead for voltage level switching in satisfying all deadline constraints and energy overhead in voltage scaling. After l(GL) is fixed, the NCj,,;,, indicating the number of cycles for which task Tj is executed on the processor of class CL; given by mapping FS(GL) at voltage level YLj gets fixed.
Given the application task graph G and the architecture graph L, we need to find a system implementation l(GL) such that the total energy TE consumed by the system is minimized. The total energy consumed by the system incorporates the computation energy plus the commnnicution energv and the energy overhead for switching voltage levels. Problem formulation: Using the notations defined above, the problem can be formulated as to find a system implementation I(GL) such that:
(1) whcre TE,, is the total communication energy given by 
j e T ) (3)
and TED is the total overhead energy during voltage level switching.
TED=CDE, whenever voltage changes from VL; to VL, in I(GLJ(4)
The GTS problem is NP-hard as the number of different possible schedules increases exponentially with the increasing number tasks. Hence wc propose a heuristic algorithm described in the next section. 
Task scheduling and voltage selection
Since finding an optimum sys/em implementation l(G L) consuming the minimum energy is known to be NP-hard [ 5 ] [131, we propose a heuristic scheduling algorithm which will (1) increase the total slack and create an opportunity for energy savings by voltage selection and, at the same time, (2) be interprocessor communication aware and try to save on interprocessor communication energy,
Input information
We consider real-time embedded systems with a few processors interacting with each other to execute a certain application (e.g. MPEG codec, MP3 codec, etc.) We consider that the application is divided into tasks (e.g. FFT, Variable Length Encoding, etc.) which can be executed by a certain processor once it receives the necessary input data and all its parent tasks are finished.
Without loss of generality, we assume all the processors are general purpose processors belonging to the same class (i.e. Nci, = I).
This means that for each task c the number of cycles NCi is independent of the class of the processor on which the task is executed. Also the number of bytes, Bg, transferred from T, to T/ is known from profiling the application. This is a standard assumption and such taskgraphs have been used previously in many related works The deadlines for the tasks are known from the application requircments. The deadlines can be hard deadlines which can not be violated or soft deadlines which can be stretched within a range. In this paper, we consider only hard deadlines in the experiments since multimedia applications have certain hard deadlines. Thus, the relevant information for the applicafion task graph G C E ) defined in Section 3, is given to the system designer.
We consider that the designer has already selected the set of processors and fixed their location and the interconnection between them for communication. We assume that the processors have point-topoint connections between them for communication as one example of a communication architecture. We discuss the impact of choosing another communication architecture, e.g. a bus-based solution in Section 5.3. Since the switching between voltage levels takes place not very frequently, we can neglect the time overhead and energy overhead for voltage level switching. Thus the architecture graph L(EW defined in Section 3, is assumed to he provided.
Design flow overview
Given the application lask graph G(T,E) and the archirecture graph L(E W), our algorithm stam by ignoring interprocessor communication by setting K, the communication ignorance parameter, equal to 10. The algorithm first performs task scheduling by mapping the tasks onto processors and deciding their order of execution. Then, in the next step (Figure 3 ). voltage selection is performed for each cycle of all the scheduled tasks by formulating the deadline constraint equations and solving the ILP problem in order to minimize the total energy consumption. After the voltage selection step, the total energy consumed by the system can be computed. If the total energy consumption does not satisfy the battery-life constraint, the value of the parameter K is changed and the task scheduling and voltage selection steps are iterated until the battery life constraint is satisfied (Figure 3 ).The tuning of K can be done by creating an outer loop which varies the value of K in a suitable range (e.g. 0.1 to 10 in steps of 0.1). Since the optimum value of K that gives the minimum total systems energy is not known theoretically, the above mentioned outer loop gives the experimentally found value ofK close to the optimum value.
No

Task scheduling and voltage selection algorithm
The task scheduling algorithm takes the application task graph and architecture graph as inputs. The output is a mapping of tasks to different processors and the order in which the tasks will be executed on these processors so that all the deadlines can be met. Wc use the basic framework of the multiprocessor task scheduling algorithm described in [E] to form an underlying voltage selection aware task scheduling algorithm. However, we modify the task assignment step to gain communication awareness and reduce interprocessor communication.
The algorithm we propose uses a priority-based ordering and best fit processor selection as shown in the pseudo-code in Figure 4 . The task k ready time ri is the time when all its predecessors finish execution. The priority for each task c is calculated from the latest finish time, the earliest start time of the task (earliest start time of c denoted as es; is the time when T, is ready and a processor is available).
Suppose there are N processors in the system. Thc available time of processor PI is denoted as upj and it is updated regularly along with ri. es;during the scheduling step. The actual startitlg time ofthe task is denoted as si. At each step, the algorithm calculates the priorities of tasks remaining to be scheduled and decides which task to schedule next. Then it uses a combination of voltage scheduling and communication-aware criterion to decide the processor to which the selected 
+ -communication awareness increases 4
least priority task will be mapped to. The main idea behind the first step of task ordering is to schedule a task with smaller lji. latest finish time, before another one with greater lftt This is reflected in the priority PRI, definition in the form of @, tenn in it as can be seen in Figure  4 . Now, in the second step, in order to maximize energy savings oppormnity in the voltage selection step, we must maximize the overall slack of the system. The main idea behind this is to minimize the slack given to some processors so that the slack on all other remaining processors is maximized. Therefore in the mapping step, the lowest priority task is assigned to a processor that was busy just before that task was released.
We add the communication awareness in the second step of mapping of the lowest priority task to the appropriate processor in the form of communication criterion (Step 2 in Figure 4) . We set initially the communication ignorance parameter K to a high value (e.g. K=IO) and then iteratively rune this parameter as shown in Figure 3 . In the task ordering phase, whenever a task Ti is being mapped, we are sure that all its parenl tasks, 7; s.t. E,i E E are already mapped to proccssors and they have finished their execution. Therefore, we can calculate the total increase in the communication traffic that the mapping of to f j will generate by adding the traffic between parents of 4 that are mapped on a different processor than f j and (see Figure 5) . We also know the number of edges which will contribute to this increase in traffic. So we can c a l d a t e the increase in the communication traffic per edgc and compare it with K multiplied by the average traflic per edge for the whole application task graph.
For cxample in Figure I , the average traffic per edge is ((IOO+50+25+10)/4 = 18514 = 46.25) communication units (which can be bitsib~esipacketsitokens etc.) for the task graph. In Figure   2 (c), when PI is finished with executing T, and at the same time, PI is finished with executing T2, the communication criterion takes into account the fact that scheduling T, on P, will add IO0 units per edge of communication traffic (since there is single edge between P I and Pz) to the system implementation. This is greater than the average traffc per edge (46.25 units) multiplied by K (assuming K=l). Therefore the communication criterion changes its mapping to P,. The communication aware criterion can be written in the form of pseudocode as shown in Figure 5 .
K is the tunable parameter; the lower the value of K , the morc is the communication awareness. As shown in Figure 3 , we can vary the value of K in an outer tuning loop to find the system implementation with lower total systems energy. When the value of K is high, the system implementation is only voltage selection aware and results in a schedule as given by algorithm discussed in [8]. As we start reducing the value of K, the implementation becomes more and more communication aware and reduces both the communication and computation energy. The optimal value of K varies for different taskgraph inputs and the outer loop can be used to give the system implementation with lower total energy consumption. We do not claim this to be the absolutely optimal solution with lowest possible total energy consumption, but it is certainly better than the previously proposed approaches. It remains an open rescarch direction to find the truly optimum K . Step Step 2:// Best-filpmcessor selection (Voltage scheduling aware)
Index of symbols:
/i see Figure 5 S. , = I . , = a pi. a Q = s i + N C , Find-newmapping 11 see Figure 6 2. else Map Ti to Pj such that upj < r, uitdapj > apk for eve] Figure 5 detects that the particular mapping of Ti to is causing lot of interprocessor communication, we change the mapping of Ti to Pk Pk is selected to be the processor to which the heaviest communicating parent of c was mapped to. In the case of figure 2(c) , there is only one other processor Pz. This is the maximum that we can reduce the interprocessor communication and at the same time keep the algorithm to find new mapping simple. We take care to check that the deadline constraints are satisfied in the new mapping. The algorithm for finding the new mapping is described in Figure 6 . After task scheduling is done, the tasks are mapped to processors and the order in which they will execute is determined. There are different ways by which the slack can be distributed among the tasks [12][8]. We choose the approach described in [8] which is known to work better. Using this approach, we select the voltage levels for the cycles in the tasks by formulating the ILP problem to minimize the total energy. We use IBM optimization solutions and lihrary OSLSSLV available from [9] to solve the ILP problem.
If communication criterion described in
Experimental results and discussion
In order to verify the impact of interprocessor communication energy on scheduling, we implement the above framework and perform experiments on random tasksets generated using TGFF [IO] . We also evaluate the framework on different architecture configurations by varying the number of processors in the system. To evaluate the potential of our algorithm in real applications. we apply this algorithm to a generic MultiMedia System (MMS) and discuss the results of the experiments.
Experiments on random taskgraphs
First we perform experiments on a system with only two processors and two different voltage levels, a high voltage at Vh and a low voltage at V j For simplicity, we assume that the cycle time at V, is I time unit while at VI it is only 2 time units. In these taskgraphs, the number of cycles taken by each task as well as intertask communication traftic volume are randomly generated. We vary the communication awareness parameter K in Figure 5 and observe the effect on total interprocessor communication volume and number of slowed down cycles executed at low voltage level. The scheduling algorithm described in Figure 4 takes a few seconds to run to completion for all the task graphs w e considered in our experiments. The time taken by the algorithm increases linearly as the number of tasks and the number of arcs in the graph increase. The results are tabulated in Table 1 .
We expect that when K is high (h' =IO), the communication awareness criterion in Figure S almost always retams true and the scheduling algorithm works only on minimizing the energy from voltage selection awareness perspective by maximizing the total slack. Therefore this column has maximum interprocessor communication volume due to lowest communication awareness and at the same time maximum number of cycles executed at low voltage. As we decrease K (K=l in Table I ), the scheduling algorithm becomes more interprocessor communication energy aware and so, the mapping is done in such a way that the interprocessor communication volume decreases compared to the case with higher K, Therefore we expect the interprocessor communication volume to decrease in this case. If we set K very low (K =O.l), the scheduling tries to minimize the communication volume further more limiting the slack considerations. Therefore the communication volume is the minimum among the three cases, but it also has fewer cycles executed at low voltage level. This confirms to the trade-off between the interprocessor communication energy and the processor computation energy for different schedules.
We can clearly see the expected trend in the communication volume and number ofslowed down cycles as discussed above in the results for the random taskgraphs generated using TGFF listed in Table I . The graphs shown in Figure 7 show the cxpcctcd trend in total interprocessor communication volume (in number of units from the randomly generated taskgraphs) and the total number of cycles executed at low voltage. We can sce from thc interprocessor communication volume graph, that 8s value of K is reduccd, the total communication volume decreases. The rcduction is much more as thc number of tasks increases as is the case of RS compared 1; RI. At the same time, the number of cycles executed at lower voltage also decreases.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in different system architccture configurations, we evaluate the communication volume and the number of slowcd down cycles by varying number of processors. The results of these experiments are tabulated in Table 2 . (R6-RS are benchmarks of similar complexity as RLR5 in Table I .) We notice that as the number of processors (NP in Table 2 ) increases, the total interprocessor communication volume does not necessarily show a monotonic trend. The number of cycles executed at the lower voltage level also does not increase much because the schedule does not distribute the tasks equally among processors and so some processors are not executing any task most of the time. We can observe this trend in the results tabulated in Table 2 .
Experiments on MultiMedia System taskgraphs
In subsection 5. I, we have observed the effectiveness of our proposed technique in reducing the total interprocessor communication volume by tuning the parameter K in the algorithm. Now we need to assess the impact of reducing the interprocessor communication volume on the total systems energy. The number of computation cycles and the number of bytes transferred in a random taskgraph may not be useful to calculate the computation and communication energies, respectively. This is because the proportion of the number of cycles and number of bytes of communication in a random taskgraph may never correspond to that in any real application taskgraph. For this reason, we need to compare the communication energy with the computation energy for a real system taskgraph rather than a random taskgraph.
We apply our algorithm to schedule the tasks in a generic MMS.
The MMS we consider is an integrated videolaudio system consisting of a H263 videoMP3 audio encoder pair (ENC in Table 3 ) and an H263 v i d e o m 3 audio decoder pair (DEC). We partition these applications into 40 distinct tasks. We insert monitors in the C+t code and profile the intertask communication, as well as the number of cycles taken by each task. We experiment with three different video clips (akiyo, foreman, toybox) and two different MP3 clips (wawa and beyond). Using the profiled information in the application task graph, we schedule the task graph on a system with two ARM 11 processors. The interprocessor communication energy for these processors is 20 pJbit assuming these processors are placed adjacent to each other. The computation energy is 40 pllcycle at higher voltage and 13.3 pll cycle at lower voltage [19] . The interprocessor communication energy is estimated to be 20 pJbit'. We assume that the data communicated over a link will be stored in local registers at the port of the processor for a few cycles (we assume IO cycles in general) before it is stored in a local memory bank of the processor or used by the computation unit for computation. We evaluated the register energy consumption metrics using Spice. The register buffer energy for storing the data is found to be 0.75 plibit.
The interpmcessor communicafion volume and the number of slowed down cycles ereculeduf low voituge are tabulated in Table 3 .
From the table, we can see that for encoding say akiyo video clip using H263 encoder together with encoding wawa audio clip using MP3 audio encoder (row ENC-okiyohma in Table 3 ), as we decrease K i n our algorithm from I O to 0.1, the task scheduling on the processors changes in such a way that the interprocessor communication volume decreases considerably From 333190 to 87600 (almost 70% decrease!). Of course, this decreases the interprocessor communication energy. The side-effect of the varying schedule is that the slack exploitation for lowering voltage levels and saving energy decreases. As we can see, the number of cycles executed at low voltage decreases (by almost 10%) and causes increase in the computation energy.
The impact of these variations on the total system energy can be seen in Figure 8 . We can see that for K=IO, the communication is totally ignored in making the scheduling decisions. For example, for the akiyo video clip encoded using the MMS encoder, the interprocessor communication energy is approximately 60% of the total systems energy for K=IO. This results in higher total systems energy for K=IO than other schedules for smaller values of K. For K=O. 1, the interprocessor communication energy is reduced to only 30% of the total systems energy and this schedule reduces the total systems energy. The optimal value of K for which the systems energy is minimized is found by tuning K as shown in the design flow in Figure 3 . Thus we can conclude that the proposed system implementation approach reduces the total interprocessor energy.
Practical system implementation considerations
In products which implement such complex multimedia systems, the software code for the application is given to the system designer. The better the algorithm implemented in the software in terms of accounting for the hardware features of the processor on which it is going to implement, the lesser is the number of cycles it will take. 
